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DATA MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW
• Role of the Data Manager in Clinical Trials

• General understanding of the principles underpinning data management 
for clinical studies.

• Overview of the data cycle in a clinical study. 

• Case Report Form- Do’s and Don’ts

• Overview of data management plan.

• Sustainable data



Role of Data Management in Clinical Trials

Study Setup 
• CRF design and development 
• Database build and testing
• Edit Checks preparation and testing

Study Conduct
• Data Entry
• Discrepancy Management
• Data review (Ongoing QC/QA)
• Query Reconciliation (Ongoing)
• Data Transfer

Study Closeout
• Query Reconciliation
• Quality Control
• Database Lock
• Electronic Archival
• Database Transfer
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Regulations/ Guidance 



REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Good clinical practice is an international 
ethical and scientific quality standard for the 
design, conduct and record of research 
involving humans. 

GCP is composed of 13 core principles, of 
which the following 2 applies specifically to 
data.



GCP – CORE PRINCIPLES FOR DATA

•The confidentiality of records that could identify subjects should be protected, 
respecting the privacy and confidentiality rules in accordance 
with the applicable regulatory requirement(s).

• All clinical trial information should be recorded, handled, and stored in a way 
that allows its accurate reporting, interpretation and verification.



21 CFR Part 11
• Validation
• Record generation and copying
• Record protection
• Access
• Audit Trails
• Operational system checks
• Authority checks
• Device/Terminal Checks
• Training/User accountability
• System document control
• Controls for open systems
• Electronic Signatures



PLAN AHEAD TO CREATE HIGH-QUALITY AND SUSTAINABLE DATA 
DATA



MAKE DATA 
CLEAR TO 
UNDERSTAND 
AND EASY TO 
USE



DATA SEQUENCE



• A case report form (CRF) is a printed or electronic 
form used in a trial to record information about  the 
participant as identified by the study protocol.

• CRFs allow us to:
– record data in a manner that is both efficient and 

accurate.
– Record data in a manner that is suitable for 

processing, analysis and reporting.

WHAT IS A CRF?



CRF Considerations



CRF Considerations



CRF Design



Consistent Format



Consistent Format



Suggested CRF Development Workflow

High Level Overview of CRF Development Best Practices:
1 Develop as early as possible with a stable draft Protocol, utilise standards
2 Develop a cross functional team, reviewing from the perspective of the respective 
disciplines, including:
• Is all data for analysis collected?
• Is it possible to collect this way at the site?
• Are we collecting appropriate data to address safety?
3 CRF is approved after Protocol is approved.  



• What data is required to be collected?
– Only data we specified in the proposal/protocol.
– Only data required to answer the study question.

• When will this data be collected?
– Baseline / follow-up .

• What Forms will need to be designed.

• Who is going to collect/complete this form.

• Are there validated instruments available? 

• How is the data going to be analysed.

Designing CRFs, Key Questions



DATA SEQUENCE



Metadata is structured data to organise and describe the data being 
collected.

It is a tool to control and maintain data  
entities:

– Content and variable definitions
– Validation rules

•Metadata consistently and effectively describes data and reduces the 
probability of the introduction of errors in the data framework by defining 
the content and structure of the target data.

WHAT IS METADATA? 



Metadata File

Name of Trial/Study: PAAD (Probiotics for Antibiotic Associated Diarrhoea) - stage 1

Metadata Author: H S Number of Data Collection Forms for Trial/Study:  10

Name of File (Corresponding Data Collection Form): Recruitment CRF 02 

Form

Variable

Variable Label Data Type

Format

Length Linked
Skip Validation

ValidationTitle
Name Value Missing

Condition Type

Labels Codes

Recruitment 
CRF 02

datecons date of 
consent date dd/mm/yyyy 10 range

warn if 
<01.11.2010 > 
01.06.2012

sugender service user 
gender category 1 = Male, 2 = 

Female 1

consss1 consent for 
SS1 category 0 = no; 1 = yes 1



Clinical Data Integration





• Increase efficiencies of performing clinical trials

• Streamline data collection at investigator sites

• Higher quality data due to consistency of requirements

• Allow software development against a common standard

• Provide long-term means for electronic data archive

• Facilitate review of submissions

The Key Role of Data Standards



DATA SEQUENCE



DATA COLLECTION

• Before starting data collection
– Testing
– SOP
– Training

• During data collection
– Monitoring/Audit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firstly I will discuss what to do before starting data collection, and then what to do during data collectionTestingAfter the data collection system has been set-up and before you start collecting data you must test or pilot the system You must also maintain an adequate record of this procedure. 



Testing the system

• Test
• Re- Test
• Re-Test again



DATA COLLECTION
AUDIT

• Maintain an audit trail of data changes made in the 
system. 

• Procedure in place for when a study participant or 
other operator capturing data, realises that he / she 
has made a mistake and wants to correct data. 

• Important that original entries are visible or accessible 
to ensure the changes are traceable.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will need to maintain an audit trail of any changes made in the data collection system. A procedure should be in place to address the situation when a study participant or other operator capturing data, realises that he/she has made a mistake and wants to correct the recorded data. It is important that original entries are visible or accessible, for example in the audit trail, to ensure the changes are traceable.



Data Entry Process



DATA 
SEQUENCE

Don’t over 
estimate your 

reader’s
abilities



DATA ENTRY

• Different types of data entry exist,  
(manual /optical mark recognition system,  
online/offline, etc…).

• Type of data can also influence the method of 
data entry (numerical, free text, images etc…).

• It is important to have documented procedures 
(SOPs) defining who is performing data entry and 
how it is performed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Different types of data entry exitsThese include:manual optical mark recognition system, for example teleformsOnlineOfflineThe type of data collected can also influence the method of data entry.It is important to have documented procedures (SOPs) defining who is performing data entry and how it is performed.



• Data entry procedures should be tested at the 
earlier design stage, and testing adequately   
documented before sign-off.

•Adequate training on these procedures should be 
provided. Userguides/Data dictionary/Online      

recording

•Appropriate quality control procedures have to be 
set up.

DATA ENTRY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to summarise what we have already discussed:Data entry procedures should be tested at the very start of the design stage, and testing must be adequately documented before sign-off.Adequate training on data collection procedures should be provided.Appropriate quality control procedures also have to be set up.



AFTER DATA COLLECTION

• Regular backups should be made of your 
data, if outsourcing data collection or 
storage ensure that the company have 
backup systems in place.  

• May need to archive whatever data you 
collect, includes both hard copy and 
electronic data, documents not archived 
need to be disposed of securely.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After data collection, regular backups should be made of your data, if outsourcing any data collection or storage please ensure that the company have backup systems in place.  After the trial has finished using the data capture systems, you may need to dispose of these or send them to another company, for example, if they are loaned. Before doing this, you may need to professionally erase the hard drive as it may still contain participant information. You may need to archive whatever data you collect, this includes both hard copy and electronic data, and documents not archived need to be disposed of securely and confidentially. 



Putting the pieces together...

Photo by Dread Pirate Jeff 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/
justageek/2851643792



Data Management Plans (DMPs)
Importance of a DMP

• Make informed decisions to anticipate and avoid 
problems 

• Avoid duplication, data loss and security breaches 

• Develop procedures early on for consistency

• Ensure data are accurate, complete, reliable and secure

• Save time and effort – make your life easier!



HORIZON 2020

• Open Access to Research 
Data

• Data Management Plan a 
requirement

• What data will your project 
generate?

• How will it be exploited?

• Accessibility and verification 

• Reuse

• Curation

• Long-term preservation



Funders’ DM expectations



DMP- Five common themes

1. Description of data to be collected / created
(i.e. content, type, format….)

2. Standards / methodologies for data collection & 
management/ Short term storage

3. Ethics and Regulations

4. Plans for data sharing and access 
(i.e. how, when, to whom)

5. Strategy for long-term preservation



When to plan?

• Recommended three versions:
I. Minimal plan at the conceptualisation or grant 

application stage
II. Core plan once the funding is in place covering 

issues up to the point of long-term management 
and preservation

III. Full plan that adds issues of longer-term data 
management



Adherence and review

• The DMP should be regularly reviewed by the 
PI/DM
– Once started, projects tend to change!
– Develop habitual good practice
– Use plan as a communication tool - with partners, 

funders and yourself!
• Make sure you know:

– Who is responsible for making sure this plan is 
followed? 

– How often will this plan be reviewed and updated? 



DMP advise

• Keep it simple, short and specific
• Seek advice - consult and collaborate
• Base plans on available skills and support
• Make sure implementation of the plan is 

feasible
• Justify any resources or restrictions needed





Sustainable Data

• LOOKING AFTER RESEARCH DATA FOR THE 
LONGER-TERM AND PROTECTING IT FROM 
UNWANTED LOSS REQUIRES HAVING GOOD 
STRATEGIES IN PLACE FOR SECURELY STORING, 
BACKING-UP, TRANSMITTING, AND DISPOSING 
OF DATA.  



• Who knows what may happen in the 
future………………..





Key points for data management planning in research:

• Know your legal, ethical and other obligations regarding 
research data, towards research participants, colleagues, 
research funders and institutions

• Incorporate data management measures as an integral part 
of your research cycle

• Implement and review data management throughout 
research as part of research progression and review



Thank you!
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